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Welcome to St John’s
Dear Student,
Welcome to the Inspire Programme Summer School at St John’s College!
The Access and Admissions Team and Student Helpers have arranged four days of
activities, workshops and events designed to inform you on applying to university, give
you a flavour of life in Oxford and to showcase the resources and spaces on offer. We hope
that you will enjoy as well as challenge yourselves during your time with us.
Aside from your lectures, we have organised some evening activities, run by our Student
Helpers. These include an evening boating on the river Cherwell (an activity known here
as ‘punting’), ice cream at the local G&Ds, sports in University Parks and, finally, a film
night. Since there are over 80 students attending this event from 13 different schools in
Ealing and Harrow, we encourage you to not only enjoy the academic challenge, but also
to get to know other like-minded students.
During your stay, we hope that you will be able to explore all that St John’s has to offer,
from its Renaissance and Stuart quadrangles to its modern teaching rooms and extensive
grounds. There is a lot to explore; St John’s College was founded in 1555 by Sir Thomas
White and over the centuries has become one of the largest constituent colleges of the
University of Oxford. To help you get around, we have included a map of the college in
this welcome pack, as well as important staff contact information, some house rules and
a timetable of the lectures and activities you will get stuck into during your visit. There
will also be opportunity for you to receive some prizes in our daily photo and video
competitions (detailed on page 5). Also included in this pack is a set of instructions for
using video editing software HitFilm (detailed on pages 9 and 13) for our Audio Visual
Project activity. If you can, it would be very useful for you to read the instructions
carefully and set up a free HitFilm account before your arrival at the Summer School; don’t
worry however if you struggle to get the programme working, there will be training and
help available at the Summer School.
On the day off arrival (Wednesday 31st July), we ask that you arrive at St John’s College
from 13:00.
We hope you enjoy your stay with us and benefit from what the Inspire Programme has
to offer.
St John’s College Access and Outreach Team
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House Rules
Lectures and Activities
All lectures that you have signed on to attend as part of the Summer School are
compulsory. In order for you to get the most out of this experience, we ask that you arrive
in good time for your scheduled lectures. We are unable to accommodate any changes in
your assigned lectures as each lecture is capped at 25 pupils; all lectures are sadly at
capacity.
Meal Times
Breakfast: 8.20-9.00
Lunch: 12.30-13.30
Dinner: 18.00-19.00
Please ensure that you take full advantage of the delicious food and arrive promptly for
scheduled meal times. Dietary requirements are all catered for when known in advance;
there will be a vegetarian option available each day.
Leaving College Premises
There are scheduled periods of free time in the afternoons, during which you are welcome
to leave the college premises to explore the many attractions that Oxford has to offer.
When leaving college, please ensure that you have the Staff contacts in your phone or on
your person. In the evenings there will be events organised by the Student Helpers, who
will return you to college well in advance of your curfew time, which is 22:00. You are
not permitted to leave college grounds after 19:00 unless accompanied by a Student
Helper.
Prohibited Substances
During your stay with us, St John’s asks that you refrain from the following:
•
•
•

Smoking
Vaping
Consuming alcohol

Any student found under the influence will be sent home.
Emergency Contacts
Porter’s Lodge (24/7 contact): 01865 277300
Access and Outreach Team: 01865 277350
Dr Sandra Campbell, Safeguarding Lead: 07974 076540
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Timetable of Events
Wednesday 31 July
13.00-14.00
14.00-14.30
14.30-15.30
15.30-17.00
17.00-18.00
18.00-19.00
19.00 onwards

Arrival and Registration with Sandwich Lunch
Garden Quad Reception Room
Welcome and Programme Overview
Garden Quad Auditorium
Tour of St John’s College with student ambassadors
Treasure Hunt
Free Time
B24 Events Room, Kendrew Quad
Dinner in Hall
Evening entertainment arranged by student ambassadors

Thursday 1 August
8.20-9.00
9.00-10.00
10.00-10.30
10.30-11.00
11.00-12.30
12.30-13.30
13.30-15.00
15.30-17.00
17.00-18.00
18.00-19.00
19.00 onwards

Breakfast in Hall
Study Skills Workshop (Alex Lawrence)
Garden Quad Auditorium
Tips for Revising (student ambassadors)
Garden Quad Auditorium
Refreshments
Garden Quad Reception Room
Mathematical
Biochemistry
Engineering
Economics
Biology
Prof Jason
Prof Luca di Mare
Prof Severine
Dr Philip Maini
Schnell
Toussaert
Lunch in Hall
Genetics
Evolution
Maths
Law
Ana Wallis
Prof Tom
Dr James Munro
Matthew Hoyle
Kemp
Ashmolean
Natural
Christchurch
Botanic gardens
History
College Library
Free Time
B24 Events Room
Dinner in Hall
Evening entertainment arranged by student ambassadors

Friday 2 August
8.20-9.00
9.00-12.30
12.30-13.30
13.30-16:30
17.00-18.00
18.00-19.00
19.00 onwards

Breakfast in Hall
Audio visual research project
Lunch in Hall
Audio visual research project
Refreshments and showcases of the research projects
Judging of the research project: Prof Stefan Kiefer, Computer Sciences
B24 Events Room, Kendrew Quad
Dinner in Hall
Evening Entertainment arranged by the undergraduate student
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Saturday 3 August
8.20-9.00
9.00-10.30

Psychology
Dr Nicola
Dawson

10.30-11.00
11.00-12.30
12.30-14.00

Breakfast in Hall
Medicine
Biology
Andreas Halner
Christian Harding

English
Prof Noel
Sugimura

Refreshments
Garden Quad Reception Room
Sight-seeing /shopping in Oxford
Prize-giving and lunch
Garden

Competitions and Prizes
Over the course of the Summer School, we will be holding some competitions for various
media contributions. There will be awards at the end of every day for:
-

Best Summer School Photo
Best 30 Second Video (up to 30 seconds of footage taken at the Summer
School)

These photos and videos can feature any activity, lecture or event during the course
of the Summer School, and these can be photos or footage of other students,
experiments or diagrams presented in your lectures, or simply the buildings in and
around Oxford. We encourage you to find the best snaps to be in with a chance of
receiving some nice chocolates …
There will also be awards at the end of the Summer School for:
-

Overall Best Summer School Photo
Overall Best 30 Second Video
Best Research Poster and 2 Minute Video (from the Audio Visual Project
detailed on page 9)
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Lecture and Activity Details
11.00 - 12.30 Thursday 1st August 2019
Professor Philip Maini - Squirrels and Cancer
Mathematics can be applied to a bewildering array of scientific problems. In this session,
we will develop a pair of differential equations that have been used to model how grey
squirrels, introduced to the UK in the early part of the last century, have invaded the
indigenous red squirrel population. We will see how the ideas from this model have been
used by researchers who are studying how cancer invades our bodies.

Professor Jason Schnell - Biochemistry: from worms to water
Biochemistry is often simply described as the study of the chemistry of life but it includes
an enormous number of topics ranging from how genes get turned on or off to how
protein folding is driven by water molecules. In this session you will be introduced to
several areas of biochemistry research with a particular focus on structural biology,
which is the study of protein structure and function. We will also discuss the kinds of tools
scientists use to prepare and observe biological molecules.

Professor Luca Di Mare - Gas turbines and flying pigs
Aviation currently accounts for 2% of global CO2 emissions. The rapid rise in popularity
of air travel in emerging markets means that the contribution from aviation to global
emissions will rise, unless new technologies are developed.
In this talk we will explore the fundamentals of aircraft propulsion and gas turbine
technology and we will see where the most credible solutions to the problem of clean air
travel are likely to be found in the immediate future and whether some of the most eyecatching proposals are really as promising as it sounds.

Professor Severine Toussaert – Economics: Sticks and Carrots
Human beings rarely behave like the rational decision makers in standard economic
models. They procrastinate a lot, forget things, and are overconfident about what they
can achieve. Behavioural economics incorporates insights from psychology into
economic modelling to understand how our own biases affect decision-making and what
sticks and carrots we can use to overcome them. Discover the potential of this powerful
medicine to change human behaviour.
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13.30 - 15.00 Thursday 1st August 2019
Ana Wallis - Dynamic DNA
DNA is the genetic information for all eukaryotic life. In this hands-on workshop, we will
examine basic principles of DNA structure, and consider how this structure relates to
genes and protein synthesis. Building on this knowledge we will explore how protein
shape informs the genetic interactions of alleles in the human blood groups.

Professor Tom Kemp - Evolution: why are there so many different animals and
plants in the world
Scientists spend their lives trying to explain the things we see around us – why there are
sun, moon, planets and stars in the sky; why there are mountains, rivers and valleys here
on earth; why things usually fall to the ground but aeroplanes and birds can fly. The
theory of evolution is the explanation for why there are so many different animals and
plants in the world, why they are so well fitted to lead the different lives they lead, and
why there were different ones in the past that have since disappeared.

Dr James Munro - Maths: Repetition and Chaos
Chaos theory is a relatively recent development in mathematics which demonstrates that
simple mathematical models can have complicated output. It's normally taught towards
the end of a mathematics degree, but in this talk I'll introduce the key concepts of chaos
with nothing more advanced than quadratic equations. Please bring a calculator if you've
got one.

Matthew Hoyle - Online Sellers and Consumer Rights: Striking a Balance
Consumers in Britain today benefit from a vast array of rights in relation to the contracts
they make with businesses. However, many of these rights remain unchanged from the
1970s and 1990s. Given the rapidly changing nature of the economy and the rise of
internet sales over the last 20 years, is it possible to re-interpret and adapt them to this
change of circumstances, and if not, how should they be modified? These very pressing
questions are the kind that students studying law at Oxford must explore and tackle
throughout their course.
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15:30-17:00 Thursday 1st August 2019
Ashmolean Museum
As the world’s first university museum, the Ashmolean Museum of Art and Archaeology
was built in the years 1678–83 to house the Cabinet of Curiosities gifted by Elias Ashmole.
Today, the Ashmolean houses art and artefacts from around the world spanning over
2000 years, with special touring exhibits displayed regularly.
Oxford University Museum of Natural History
Originally founded in 1860 as a place for academics of the university to showcase their
findings, the Oxford University Museum of Natural History is still a centre of scientific
research and education. The museum displays rare specimens from across the ages, from
dinosaurs to the famous Oxford dodo.
Christ Church College Library
Constructed in 1562, the Christ Church College library houses the university’s largest
collection of old books outside the Bodleian library itself. This visit is a unique
opportunity to see behind the doors of another college’s library, as well as offering a rare
glimpse of the academic resources available to scholars at the university.
Botanic Gardens
Committed to educating its visitors on the importance of plant conservation and natural
beauty, Oxford’s Botanic Gardens and Arboretum has maintained the same values since
it was first established in 1621. Compact yet incredibly diverse, the gardens boast an
array of different plants from around the world, complete with relaxing garden spaces
and glasshouses.
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9.00-16.30 Friday 2nd August - Audio Visual Research Project
The audio visual research project is a team based activity that will take place over the
course of Friday. Students will be split into ten groups, with each group being given a
specific topic or question to research, discuss and ultimately present to the other groups
on Friday afternoon. The presentation will take the form of a 2-minute video that you will
work together as a team to create, each individual in the group taking on a different role
in the video making process. Roles for the project range from the directorial and
production roles, to content and data researchers, to presenters and video editors. It
would be useful if you could read the attached HitFilm instructions (on p.13), make a login
and watch the video below in preparation for the project:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcanZUMYup0

If that seems like a lot, don’t worry – there will be plenty of help available on the day to
help you get to grips with the editing software.

Groups for this project will be in the following rooms:
Larkin: Groups A and B
14 St Giles Seminar Room: Groups C and D
15 St Giles Seminar Room: Groups E and F
New Seminar: Groups G and H
North Lecture Room: Groups I and J
You will be given your group upon arrival at St John’s (when you receive your name
tag).
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9.00 -10.30 Saturday 3rd August 2019
Dr Nicola Dawson - The Psychology of Language
Language is a fundamentally human skill. It provides the foundation for communication,
culture and thought, yet it is a skill that most of us take for granted. This interactive
session will explore the psychology of language – how children acquire it, the
mechanisms by which it is processed and represented in the brain, and what happens
when things go wrong.

Christian Harding - Animal Navigation
Whether migrating thousands of miles to breeding grounds or exploring their immediate
surroundings, animals must be able to accurately navigate their environment in order to
survive. In this session we will explore the amazing diversity of mechanisms animals use
to navigate, examining some of the best understood examples as well as some of the more
obscure. We will then review what we have learnt and discuss the question: why have
animals evolved to navigate using such a wide diversity of cues?

Andreas Halner - How Movement Is Possible - The Neuromuscular Junction
The ability to move is so natural that we may sometimes take the physiological
complexities involved in movement for granted. Consider what happens, for example,
when we desire to move our arm. Nerve impulses from our brain pass down the spinal
cord and along nerves to the arm, where the end of nerve fibres contact muscle fibres.
Here, at the neuromuscular junction, the electrical impulse from a nerve fibre must
somehow be conveyed to a signal that results in muscle contraction. In this session we
will explore how signal transmission occurs at the neuromuscular junction. We will also
look at what can go wrong in disease and how our knowledge of the neuromuscular
junction can be used to help us improve the symptoms of people with neuromuscular
junction disease.

Professor Noel Sugimura - The Greatest English Author: John Milton
Take a trip to the Laudian library with our English Professor and examine some facsimiles
of original manuscripts. You will be able to discuss Milton in a seminar setting and see
how these texts can be approachable and fun.
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Page 11

Video Tips
PLANNING
•

•

•

•

•

It is much easier if you plan out what you want in the video so that you know all
of the shots you want to get, and can make sure you get these when you shoot the
video.
Therefore, you should create a storyboard or shot list, detailing all of the shots,
images and text you would like in your video, in order. As you’ll know from
watching films or the TV, there are lots of different types of shot, such as shots
where you can see the whole person, shots where you can see them from the waist
up, close ups of just their head and shoulders, or extreme close ups of just their
face – so you need to think about which shots are most appropriate for each
part of your video. This will partly depend on how many people are in the shot,
and how important the background is.
You should use this when you come to shoot the video, and tick off each shot as
you film it so that you know you’ve got everything you’d like in your finished
video.
As part of your planning, you should also think about what you would like your
presenters to say (either by writing a script, or jotting down some notes so that
they can ad lib to camera) – this also helps to save time when filming.
Make sure you plan out where you are going to film – think about whether you
would like to film in a room or outside, whether you are going to film in lots of
different locations or stay in one place, and whether the places you are considering
are practical for filming. More information below…

SHOOTING
When you’re setting up a shot, there are lots of things to think about:
•

•

AUDIO – you’ll need to make sure you are somewhere quiet, with little
background noise that will distract from what you are filming. Try to avoid areas
near roads or where there are lots of people. In some cases, if you film and
suddenly you hear something distracting in the background, such as a siren or a
plane going overhead, you may need to stop and wait for the sound to fade away,
and then shoot again. You may also need to test the audio in the place where
you’re filming – some rooms or places in college are very echoey, so it’s best to
avoid filming here!
LOCATION – think about the place where you’re filming. Is there anything
distracting in the background, or something that is not appropriate to be in the
background of your video? When you’re lining up your shot make sure you don’t
end up in the awkward situation where something in the background appears to
be coming out of someone’s head! Is the location important in terms of being
relevant to what you are discussing, or do you just need a plain background that
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•

•

•

•

will not distract from what you are saying? Make sure you have checked
everything in the shot and either moved the person you are filming, or smaller
things in the background if possible, before you start shooting.
LIGHTING – lighting is difficult to get right when filming, and also depends on the
weather on a particular day! Artificial light can make people look washed out, so
if you’re filming inside, try and position the person or object you’re filming so that
they’re facing the window, and the person with the camera has their back to the
window, so that the person being filmed is in natural light and will be well-lit in
the shot. If you are outside, try to avoid bright sunlight – if the sun is behind the
person you are filming they will just be a silhouette, and if the sun is in front of
them they will end up squinting. So aim for the shade.
SHOT TYPE – use your storyboard or shot list, as each time you shoot you’ll need
to check that you’re setting up for the right kind of shot. See the details in the
section above for some more help with this.
PEOPLE ON CAMERA – no matter how confident you are, speaking on camera can
be nerve-wracking! So if you’re the one doing the filming or directing, make sure
you put the people being filmed at ease. This might be through being reassuring
and patient if you need to do multiple takes, or doing a few practice runs without
the camera rolling so that the person can get used to being in this situation.
EXTRA TIPS – the rule of thirds is a good rule to follow in photography and video!
This is where the main object in your frame when you’re shooting, or the person
if they’re speaking to camera, is slightly off to the side rather than being right in
the middle of the frame. Try to vary the sides of the frame that people appear on,
so that it doesn’t end up all looking the same. Here’s an example of the rule of
thirds in practice, featuring a majestic Labrador:
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HitFilm Instructions
Below you will find a list of instructions designed to introduce you to the HitFilm editing
software. Before coming to the Summer School, we ask that you please:
-

Make yourself an account on HitFilm (which is completely free)
Read the instructions below and familiarise yourself with the software
Watch this tutorial video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcanZUMYup0

If you have any problems, don’t worry! There will be training and help on hand during
the Summer School.
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USING HITFILM EXPRESS
CREATING A NEW PROJECT



Open HitFilm Express.
Click on ‘New’, in the top left hand corner.



A box will come up with Project Settings – you can ignore all of these, so just click
‘Ok’ in the bottom right hand corner.

IMPORTING YOUR FILES
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The media panel is the one in the bottom left hand corner. Click on the ‘Import’
button at the top of the panel, which will open your file explorer where you can find
the footage that you shot, plus any other files you’d like to include, such as images.
Hold down Ctrl and click on all of the files you’d like to import, and then click ‘Open’
so that they will be imported into the media panel.



There will now be a list of all of your files in the media panel. If you click on one of
these video files, it will be shown in a larger scale in the trimmer, directly above it.
Here you can watch the video using the playback buttons in the middle of the panel.
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SAVING


Click on ‘File’, and then ‘Save As’ to save your project. Remember to keep saving
regularly so you don’t lose the things you’ve been working on.

EDITING
BEFORE YOU START


At the bottom left of the editing panel is the snap tool, which looks like a U. make
sure that this is turned on (if it is it will be blue) – it means that when you’re
dragging clips to join each other they will automatically join up so that the start of
one is attached to the end of the one before. Without the snap tool you might end up
overlapping clips, meaning that a section at the start or end of one of your clips will
be deleted.
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INSERTING AND POSITIONING CLIPS




In the media panel, click on the clip that you want to include in your final video, so
that it appears in the trimmer panel.
In the trimmer panel, press play so that you can view the clip, and work out which
parts of it you want to include.
Once you get to the point in the video that you want to start the clip from in your
final video, use the in marker (second icon from the left at the bottom of the
trimmer panel) to mark the point where you want the clip to start
from.
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Once you get to the point in the video where you want the clip to finish, use the out
marker (next to the in marker) to mark an out point.
When you’ve chosen the clip you want to use, click and drag it down from the
trimmer and place it where you want it in the editing panel, which is the main
timeline section in the bottom right of your screen. Make sure that the video is in
the Video 1 row, or ‘layer’.
When you insert the clip it might come up with a box saying that the settings for this
clip are different to the ones in the editor. You don’t need to worry about this – just
click ‘Yes’ so that all of the settings match up.
Once the clip has been inserted into the editing panel, you can drag the playhead
(the vertical white line) to the start of the clip, and the clip will appear in the player
in the top right of your screen. So the video that appears in the top left of your
screen is the clip in the trimmer, and only includes the clips as you are working on
them before they are inserted into your final video. The video that appears on the
right hand side of your screen is the final video that you are editing together, and
shows what can be found in the editing panel on the bottom right of your screen.

If you realise that the clip you inserted from the trimmer is too short or too long,
then you can still edit this in the editing panel. If you hover your cursor at the start
and end of each clip, you will see a green bracket appear. If you click and hold that,
you can drag it to either make the clip longer or shorter. You can make the editing
panel more zoomed in using the bar at the bottom left of the editor, so that you can
be very precise about exactly where the clip starts or ends. To make sure you’re
getting it in the right place, watch the clip in the viewer on the top right while you’re
doing it.
When you insert an image, you can use the same technique to click and drag each
side of it to make it appear for as long or short a time as you like.

MAKING CUTS
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If you want to keep all of a clip, but want to cut it into two or more pieces so that you
can add other things in the middle, first make sure that the playbar is positioned at
the part in the clip where you want your cut to be. Then select the slice tool (third
from the top in the list to the left of the editor – make sure it is blue to show it is
selected). Once you hover over the clip you will see that your cursor is now the
same as the razor icon you have just selected – click on the playbar, and a cut will
appear in that position. You can now move each section of the clip independently by
clicking on it and dragging it.



When you’ve finished making your cuts, remember to click on the select tool (the
cursor icon – make sure this is blue) so that you can carry on clicking on clips
without making cuts.
You can also use the slice tool if you want to delete a section in the middle of a clip.
Select the slice tool, and then make the cuts at the start and end of the section you
want to take out. Then click on the select tool, click on the section you want to
remove, and press delete. There will then be a gap in the middle of the clip where
you removed the section that you don’t want.
You can keep using this process to add in new clips and put them together in the
editing panel. You don’t need to have them all in the right order straight away – you
can click and drag your clips in the editor to move them around after they’ve been
inserted.





DELETING OR MOVING CLIPS




If you want to delete a clip that you have inserted into the editing panel, make sure
that you are using the select tool. This will look like a standard cursor, and to check
this is the one you’re using look at the list of icons to the left of the editing panel –
the one you are using is highlighted in blue. Click on a clip in the editing panel and
just press delete to remove it.
If you click and hold with the mouse or trackpad you can drag a white rectangle
around a number of clips in the editing panel and select all of them. This is useful
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for if you want to delete lots of clips at once, or if you want to move lots of clips to a
different part of the video, as once all of the clips are selected you can just drag
them to move them – for example if you’ve edited a series of clips together, but then
want to add a title screen at the start. You can also select multiple clips by pressing
and holding Ctrl and clicking on each clip in turn.
AUDIO


Once you have your clip in the editing panel, you can change the volume of the audio
of a clip if it is too loud or too quiet. Click on the clip to select it, and then click on
the horizontal white line in the audio layer of the clip, and drag it up or down to
make the volume higher or lower respectively. You can do this until you find the
right volume, then just leave the line where it is and the volume for that clip will
stay at that level.

ADDING TEXT



To add text, move over to the viewer, which is the panel in the top right of the
screen.
In the list of icons to the left of the viewer there is a capital A, which is the text tool.
Once you’ve selected this tool you can click on the part of the image in the viewer
where you want the text to appear, and you will see a cursor. Once you’ve typed
your text, click on the select tool next to the viewer, and you can click on the text to
move it around.
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The text makes a new layer, which is then visible in the editing panel below the
viewer – the text layer will show above the layer where your main video is. If you
click and hold on the layer you can move it to the part of the video where you want it
to start, and click and drag each end to make it appear for a longer or shorter
amount of time.
To make adjustments to the text, go to the panel in the top left of your screen and
click ‘Text’, making sure that the text you want to edit is selected. You can then edit
things like the font, size, and colour.
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As with clips, you can also a video transition to each end to make it fade in and out –
see the notes below for how to do this.

EXPORTING


When your video is finished, click on export, in the top right hand corner of the
editing panel. Click on ‘Contents’, as this will export the whole thing rather than just
a section.





Alternatively you can go straight to ‘File’ and click on ‘Export contents’ there.
Then click on ‘Go to export’ in the dialogue box.
You can then see everything queued up to be exported. You don’t need to change
anything in the settings, but you might want to click on the text under ‘Output’ so
that you can change the location where you’d like to save the file.
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Once everything is sorted, go to the bottom of the screen and click on ‘Start
Exporting’. You can keep an eye on its progress, and how much time is left until your
video has finished exporting, using the columns in the main part of the screen.
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ADVANCED NOTES
LAYERS








Most of the clips that you put into the editor should be put into the Video 1 layer, with
the corresponding audio in Audio 1 (the audio will automatically appear in the
corresponding track to where you have put the video – you don’t have to transfer
each separately).
However, sometimes you might want to have different video or images appearing
while the main clip is still going on – for example, as cutaways to illustrate what the
person in the video is talking about.
To do this, drag clips or images from either your media panel or the trimmer into
the layer above the main Video 1 layer (Video 2). Whatever is in Video 2 will
supersede whatever is in Video 1, so remember to get it the right way around if you
want a different image to appear.

If you are using another video clip with its own audio, it may be that you don’t want
the audio from the cutaway clip to be included, as you want to focus on the audio
from the main clip. Click on the clip to select it, then right click, and click on ‘Unlink’.
This separates the audio and the video for this clip. If you then click on the Audio
track in Audio 2 that relates to this clip, you can delete this without deleting the
image that you see.
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Alternatively, you may want the audio in the cutaway clip to still be present, just not
as loud. In this case click on the clip that you want to edit, and drag down the
horizontal white line in the audio layer of that clip, as this controls its volume (see
notes on audio above). Move it around until you find a level that works in relation to
the rest of the audio in the clip – make sure it is not too loud so that it doesn’t
distract from the main audio.

SPEED/DURATION


If you right click on a clip and select ‘Speed/Duration’, you can speed it up or slow it
down, by adjusting either the duration (how long the clip will go one for – if this is
longer than the original clip the speed of the clip will be slower, and if it is shorter
than the original it will be faster) or the speed (100% is the original speed, so
anything less than this will be slower, and anything more will be faster).
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AUDIO TRANSITIONS




To add a fade in or out of the audio, click on the clip you want to work with, and then
go over to the Effects tab in the media panel on the bottom left of the screen. Scroll
down the list until you find ‘Transitions – Audio’.
Press and hold ‘Fade’, and drag it over to the clip you want to add it to, positioning it
at the start or end of the audio clip. If you click on the transition once it’s in place,
you can make it longer or shorter by clicking and dragging at the end of the
transition, in the same way that you would for cutting a clip.
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VIDEO TRANSITIONS


You can also add transitions to your video clips, so that they dissolve between each
clip rather than having a sharp cut between each one. Go to the Effects tab in the
media panel and click on ‘Transitions – Video’. Click on dissolve, and then click and
hold on ‘Cross Dissolve’ and drag it over to the cut in your video where you would
like the transition to take place. As with the audio, you can click on the ends of the
transition once it is in place and drag them to make the transition longer or shorter.
This works whether you’re cutting between images or video.
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